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Percentage as a Rate per Hundred - Independent Practice Worksheet  

Complete all the problems.  

1. In a department store the owner paid $15 for 1 kg of sugar. The owner 
marked the price up by 10% for the customers. How much does he charge 
for 1kg of sugar? 

 

2. Tom and Jerry went out for dinner. They ordered a nice meal and their bill 
was $300. They also paid 15% tax on their bill. What was the amount of the 
tax they paid?  

 

3. Wilson has 60 chocolates. He gives 30% of the chocolates to kids. Write 
the number of chocolates that he gave to kids.  

 

4. Hall adds 50% of the entire 3-liter oil bottle to a bowl. How much oil did 
he use?  

 

5. Brown went to Paris. He paid $500 for the flight. And 
due to some inconvenience he got 12% back from the 
airline. What is the amount of the money he got back?  

 

6. Mr. White bought a pair of shoes for $100 and he 
received a 20% discount on them. How much was taken off 
the price? 

 

7. On Sunday, I bought three dresses for $900. I gave one of them to my 
friend and she paid me 35% of the total cost of all the dresses. How much 
did my friend give me?  
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8. In our hall, there are 10 fans, but only 60% of the fans are working. Write 
the number of fans that are out of order.  

 

 

9. Which ice cream is the best buy below? 

 

a) 15 cups of butter scotch ice cream for $50   

b) 12 cups of mango ice cream for $42 

c) 14 cups of strawberry ice cream for $48   

d) 10 cups of chocolate ice cream for $30 

 

 

10. Which juice is the best buy below? 

 

a) 2 lime juice for $5     

b) 8 apple juice for $32 

c) 5 orange juice for $20    

d) 10 pineapple juice for $35 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


